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Summary
As the population of Sundbyberg increases gradually, it will generate a greater need for a
well-functioning transport system. Greater pressure on public transport requires
implementing a long-term environmental system to ensure environmental aspects for the
upcoming generations. At present, the project area is divided by two barriers in form of a
highway and a cliff wall. These barriers, however, creates a division between Ursvik and
Hallonbergen.
The purpose of the project is to provide an idea of how the area can develop in the future
with terms such as sustainability and long-term perspective. The result shows a vision of
the area with newly built residential quarters along with old buildings in combination with a
new road network. The newly built area creates a greater social neighborhood between the
districts, which subsequently creates meeting places and idea exchanges.
A new system for public transport called Olli is introduced with the result. The Olli vehicle
aim to reduce environmental impact and barriers as well as increase road safety. Studies
has been proven that the environmental impact of Olli is about 25 times less than when
using a petrol-driven car.

Purpose of the project
Sundbyberg municipality is today facing a major challenge as the municipality´s population
will increase to it´s doubles before 2030. The municipality is Sweden's smallest to the
surface, as it is only about nine square kilometers. However, 47 000 inhabitants live in the
municipality, which makes Sundbyberg the most densely populated municipality in
Sweden. It is therefore required that a highly developed public transport system is working
perfect without any failures. It is also required to be a system which is environmentally
sustainable and  can last for centuries. The main purpose of this project is therefore to
examine how Olli vehicle could be used in an efficient way and in a way that could increase
the sustainable environment in Sundbyberg.
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An important part of the development of the area is also to remove the physical barriers
which divides Sundbyberg into different areas. This in order to create a united city with a
great sense of place. Ursvik and Hallonbergen are today two segregated areas  with a
better socio-economic status in Ursvik than in Hallonbergen. There are two major physical
barriers that divides these two districts. The first one is Enköpingsvägen which reaches
right through the project area. This is a major road that has a 70km/h speed limit and is
highly trafficked. The second physical barrier is where the upcoming Trapptorget-area is.
This location is today consisted by forest and smaller cliffs. This barrier does also reach
through the project area. One of the main purposes of this project is therefore to be able to
use the Olli vehicle to destroy these two barriers.

Introduction
In year 2000 were there according to Statistics Sweden 3 999 000 registered passenger cars
in traffic in Sweden. In 2016 however, statistics showed that the number had increased to 4
768 060 registered passenger cars in traffic. These statistics from 2000 to 2016 can be seen
as a natural increase as the population in Sweden is constantly increasing. But let's not be
fooled by the natural increase, the increase also means an increase in the number of cars
in traffic, which in turn gives an increase in how much carbon dioxide emissions are
released into the air.
In Sweden, the Riksdag has established 16 environmental quality objectives to try to create
a  sustainable environment with as little climate impact as possible for the next generation
(Naturvårdsverket, 2017). Some of the 16 environmental quality objectives identified are:
Limited Climate Impact, Fresh Air and a Non-toxic Environment. The 3 environmental
targets are adversely affected by car use in Sweden and its emissions of exhaust gases. The
Swedish Environmental Protection Agency writes on its website that: "Road traffic accounts
for large carbon dioxide emissions that adversely affect the climate, nature and people.
Emissions contribute significantly to the greenhouse effect and also to acidification and
eutrophication of soil and water. "
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The Swedish Environmental Protection Agency publishes a follow-up every year if Sweden
has reached the established environmental quality objectives. The evaluation for 2017
indicates that the goals for having a limited climate impact have not been achieved and will
not be done unless a drastic change occurs with examples of major technology
development. The high quality target for fresh air has not been achieved but that change
takes place in a positive direction. One factor that the Environmental Monitor points out is
the use of studded tires on motor vehicles negatively affecting the target of the fresh air.
The conclusion that can be drawn from Sweden's environmental objectives, as well as the
impact on the whole world's health, is that the car, specifically cars powered by gasoline or
diesel, adversely affects our environment as the carbon dioxide is a toxic gas that is
released daily in the air. How will the world and Sweden go towards achieving
environmental goals and work for a sustainable environment that stretches for many
generations? This question can be debated in infinity and there are unbelievably many
ways to find solutions. This document will not solve all environmental problems but will
present a proposal for the use of Olli vehicle in Sundbyberg, Sweden.

Why we selected this project
Our project area is placed in Sundbyberg which is a city located 8 km outside Stockholm,
Sweden's capital (see figure 1). Sundbyberg is currently occupying approximately nine
square kilometers and is Sweden's smallest municipality to the surface with a population of
47,000. The combination of the number of inhabitants and the municipality's surface
makes Sundbyberg Sweden's most densely populated city (Förslag till Översiktsplan för
Sundbyberg, 2017). Because Sundbyberg is located within commuting distance to the
capital, it is considered a good alternative instead of  living in Stockholm, where housing
shortage is in place, despite the fact that new housing construction is constantly taking
place (County Administrative Board, 2017). Prices for an apartment in Stockholm are much
higher than an apartment in Sundbyberg which is also considered an advantage to settle in
Sundbyberg. Sundbyberg is in constant development and will increase in population every
year. In 2030, the population is expected to almost double to 80,000 inhabitants (4D UIDC,
2017).
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Figure 1: The location of the project area in Sundbyberg.

When we were awarded this area, we only saw opportunities because of Sundbyberg´s
great development potential. When we were at the first meeting with the municipality of
Sundbyberg, we were informed of the municipality's goals and values. One of
Sundbyberg´s objectives is: "Sundbyberg´s city goal is to increase the proportion of trips
by foot, by bicycle and by public transport." (4D UIDC, 2017). In Sundbyberg´s proposal of a
overview plan for the year 2030, they wrote that: "The goal of a new traffic system in
Sundbyberg is to make the neighborhoods better connected to each other, with the
rail-based public transport systems and central Sundbyberg. An additional purpose is to
reduce the barrier effects of Enköpingsvägen between the northern and southern areas on
either side of the road. ". During the meeting, the municipality also showed a pie chart of
statistics for the distribution of means of transport used in the municipality.
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Figure 2: Transport distribution of Sundbyberg.

During the year 2016, 44% choose to transport by public transport and 30% by car, while
the other 26% are walking, cycling or otherwise (see figure 2). This is seen as a positive
result, but we think it could be improved through urban planning and the introduction of
Olli vehicles to encourage a more climate-friendly transport habit for residents and visitors
of the city.
Why did we choose to adopt this project? We consider it a major challenge to design an
already expanding city with a municipality that have a clear idea of how they want the city
to be shaped by 2030, meeting the environmental goals identified. But also creating a new
neighborhood that invites people to stay outside for spontaneous meetings, as well as
putting our own touch on the city environment and its transport system.
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Figure 3: Enköpingsvägen going straight through the project area.

The highway that will be transformed to a central street does Sundbyberg municipality
already have a vision of: "Enköpingsvägen as future public transport lanes - When the areas
around Enköpingsvägen are exploited according to Sundbyberg municipality plans, it will
create a travel base and a need for high-quality public transport. It is convenient to place a
strong public transport lane centrally in the exploitation area, ie in the current
Enköpingsvägen stretch. "
At present, a major highway, Enköpingsvägen, passes through Sundbyberg, which builds a
large barrier between the districts of Hallonbergen and Ursvik (see figure 3). The first thing
we decided was to redirect the heavy traffic but to maintain Enköpingsvägen as a central
street with a speed limit of up to 40 km / h. The idea of reducing the speed and reducing
the size of Enköpingsvägen, as well as creating new transition points, is to remove the
existing barrier between the two urban areas and combine those that simultaneously
creates a meeting places with homes, parks and cafes along Enköpingsvägen. Negative
effects in today's society like noise and air pollution, would also be significantly reduced if
the proposal were to be implemented.
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 What would be the effect of the built environment
The effects of a newly built environment will be positive in many ways. First and foremost,
the major barriers that exist between Ursvik and Hallonbergen will disappear. The first
barrier will be replaced by a new central street where Enköpingsvägen is today. The new
central street will provide a great number of new dwellings with a new speed limit of 40
km/h. Also, new crossroads and cycle paths will be added to encourage people to walk or
take the bike.

Figure 4: Conceptual map of the project area.

The second barrier will be replaced by Trapptorget (translated as “the stepped square”) and
will be a link between the older buildings of Hallonbergen to the new ones next to
Enköpingsvägen (see figure 4). Trapptorget will consist of a new square where it is possible
to sit down and relax. There will also be stairs leading up to Hallonbergen from the square
with ramps that are accessible for the disabled. There will also be dwellings around
Trapptorget to increase well-being and accessibility.
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A great number of the new buildings will have mixed-use to be able to create places to
meet and exchange ideas. The mixed-use does also create more movement, which in turn
contributes to an attractive environment to live in.
The proposal does also contribute to a lot of new dwellings which is an important part of
today's Swedish society, where housing is a shortage and one of the biggest social
problems today.
However, negative effects of the new buildings are also created. The new buildings and the
new central main road can cause traffic problems elsewhere. Enköpingsvägen is today a
major link to other municipalities and districts in Stockholm. It is therefore a risk that the
diverted traffic contributes to reduced accessibility with car queues as a consequence.

What impact would Olli vehicle have on Sundbyberg and its inhabitants,
visitors and the environment?
Security
Today, people in Sundbyberg travel by car, bus, taxi or bicycle with a distribution of 44%
traveling by public transport and 33% traveling by car (see figure 2). If Olli should be
combined with regular cars, taxis and buses, it would contribute to a positive outcome
from many perspectives.
The Olli vehicle have a top speed of 40 km per hour and it has no physical driver. Olli are
then powered by automation and have 360 degree sensors with a reading of the road
much further away than the eyes of a person (Local motors, 2017). The security is thus
much higher for transporting in an Olli than by car or bus because Olli can predict much
earlier when an accident is on its way. In Sweden we have something called Nollvisionen
which the Swedish Transport Administration describes it as: "The starting point for zero
vision is the ethical stance that no one should be killed or injured seriously in traffic."
Installing Olli vehicle in Sundbyberg would reduce the number of personal injuries in traffic.
Particulate emissions
In addition to the Olli contributing to a safer environment, they would also contribute to a
better environment with a reduction in particulate emissions in the air as Olli vehicle are
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powered by electricity only. This would have a positive impact on the environmental goals
that work to reduce particulate emissions in Sweden.
Less Barriers
With the help of Olli, people will have a greater opportunity and freedom to transport from
point A to point B because Olli do not drive a fixed route (see figure 5). Barriers between
neighborhoods will decrease and more spontaneous meetings between people will
happen.
More city space
Developing the concept of Olli in Sundbyberg will reduce the need for a parking space and
more space will be released as bus usage increases. Sundbyberg municipality has created a
prioritization scheme in its document Summary Planning for the proposal of Sundbyberg
2030 in which parked cars should be prioritized bottommost (Förslag till Översiktsplan för
Sundbyberg, 2017). If introducing Olli, it would then give a faster result to be able to
achieve this goal.

Figure 5: An example of a route with different Olli stops.
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Energy analysis
To understand the amount of energy an Olli vehicle consumes, a comparison with a regular
car has to be done. These self-driving vehicles consumes about 3.48km/kWh and therefore
require electricity for about $1.80 for a full tank. A full tank which you can travel around 58
km, with a maximum speed of 40 km/h (L
 ocal Motors, 2017).
To get the energy consumption of 3.48 km/kWh in relation to how much a car consumes,
the numbers can be converted to how many kWh it takes to carry one person 100 km. An
Olli , which consumes 3.48 km/kWh, consumes about 28.7 kWh to carry one Olli 100km. A
gasoline-powered car, however, consumes 80 kWh to carry one person 100 km. Thus, more
than twice as much energy consumption. It should also be added that it is possible to drive
8 people in an Olli, which contributes a reduction of energy to around 3.6 kWh per person
to reach 100km. The only transport model that is more sustainable is the train which
consumes around 3 kWh (Mackay, 2009). However, train is a transport model that does not
work particularly well at shorter distances, as Olli has as a specialization.

Figure 6: How much kWh it takes to carry one person 100km.
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Our vision in pictures

Figure 7: Trapptorget.

Figure 8: Row house area.
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Figure 9: Olli stop next to the new central street of Enköpingsvägen.

Figure 10: Olli stop in Hallonbergen.
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Figure 11: The end stop of the example route.

Figure 12: The end stop of the example route.
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